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Fast and slow wavesUltrasonics is an important diagnostic tool for bone diseases, as it allows for non-invasive assessment of
bone tissue quality through mass density–elasticity relationships. The latter are, however, quite complex
for ﬂuid-ﬁlled porous media, which motivates us to develop a rigorous multiscale poromicrodynamics
approach valid across the great variety of different bone tissues. Multiscale momentum and mass bal-
ance, as well as kinematics of a hierarchical double porous medium, together with Darcy’s law for ﬂuid
ﬂow and micro–poro-elasticity for the solid phase of bone, give access to the so-called dispersion relation,
linking the complex wave numbers to corresponding wave frequencies. Experimentally validated results
show that 2.25 MHz acoustical signals transmit healthy cortical bone (exhibiting a low vascular porosity)
only in the form of fast waves, agreeing very well with experimental data, while both fast and slow waves
transmit highly osteoporotic as well as trabecular bone (exhibiting a large vascular porosity). While
velocities and wavelengths of both fast and slow waves, as well as attenuation lengths of slow waves,
are always monotonously increasing with the permeability of the bone sample, the attenuation length
of fast waves shows a minimum when considered as function of the permeability.
 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
It is well known [1] that the elastic properties of a solid medium
can be easily accessed through its mass density and the velocity of
the ultrasonic waves traveling in the medium. However, for porous
media, the relation between wave velocity and elastic properties is
not straightforward. In 1944, Frenkel [2] was the ﬁrst to theoreti-
cally propose that two highly attenuated longitudinal waves propa-
gate in a porous medium, before a muchmore complete theoretical
investigation was developed by Biot [3,4]. The existence of both fast
and slow waves in bone was experimentally evidenced much later,
ﬁrst in cortical bones by Lakes et al. [5]. In particular, the latter
authors also showed that only low-frequency slow waves discern-
ibly propagate in cortical bones, since the high frequency slowwave
is attenuated very quickly. This behavior is consistent with Biot’s
1956 theory [3,4]: Based on the quantiﬁcation of oscillatory friction
forces in 2D and 3D ducts, Biot identiﬁed a critical frequency
increasing linearly with pore ﬂuid viscosity and ﬂuid mass density,
and decreasing with the square of the pore radius. Below that criti-cal frequency, ﬂuid and solid are viscously glued together (as is the
case with Hagen–Poiseuille ﬂow), while above that frequency, the
viscous boundary layer is restricted more and more to the vicinity
of the pore walls, so that a slow ﬂuid wavemay propagate indepen-
dently of the fast solid wave. Hence, large vascular pore radii, as ex-
pected under osteoporotic conditions, might be indicated by the
occurrence of slow waves [6]. However, wave propagation charac-
teristics do not only depend on pore size, but also on porosity, as
shown experimentally by Hosokawa and Otani [7,8]; and the theo-
retical understanding of this phenomenon requires extended theo-
retical investigation: Hosokawa and Otani [7,8] combined Biot’s
theory with a microscopic model of Berryman [9]. This allowed for
porosity-dependent prediction of fast and slow waves, while
employment of a poro-micromechanics bone model for estimation
of Biot’s tensors and moduli, together with Coussy’s wave propaga-
tion theory for acceleration waves [10], allowed for additional con-
sideration of the anisotropy of bone materials [11]. Still, all these
activities have not yet provided a systematic understanding of
porosity-dependent attenuation behavior of bone, from its multi-
porous hierarchical micro and nanostructures. Targeting at some
progress on this scientiﬁc front, we here aim at predicting the char-
acteristics of the longitudinal waves propagating in bone tissue by
means of a micromechanical approach, adapting therefore the mul-
tiscale models of Fritsch et al. [12] and Vuong and Hellmich [13].
Thereby, we will restrict ourselves to isothermal conditions, so that
our theoretical developments comprise momentum balance
Nomenclature
Variables
1 second-order identity tensor
Ar fourth-order strain concentration tensor of phase r
Bs macroscopic Biot tensor accounting for the effect of pore
pressure s
bsr Biot tensor accounting for the effect of pore pressure s at
the level of the RVE r
C1 stiffness tensor of the inﬁnite matrix of the Eshelby
problem
Chom homogenized stiffness tensor
Cr fourth-order stiffness tensor of phase r
Cuexvas undrained stiffness tensor of the extravascular bone
matrix
d characteristic size of the inhomogeneities within an RVE
D determinant
E macroscopic strain tensor
ev relative error between predicted and experimental
velocities
eX unit vector in the X-direction, corresponding to the
direction of wave propagation
eY ; eZ unit vectors in the Y and Z-directions, orthogonal to the
direction of wave propagation
f wave frequency
f sr volume fraction of phase r (if speciﬁed, in the RVE s;
otherwise, in the macroscopic RVE)
ı imaginary number (ı2 ¼ 1)
I fourth-order identity tensor
J volumetric part of fourth-order identity tensor
K deviatoric part of fourth-order identity tensor
k (complex) wave number
k1 bulk modulus of the isotropic stiffness tensor C1
kfl bulk modulus of water
kHA bulk modulus of hydroxyapatite
kI imaginary part of the (complex) wave number
kR real part of the (complex) wave number
kvas permeability tensor of the vascular pore space
kvas isotropic vascular permeability
l characteristic length of RVE
L characteristic length of solid or structure built up by
RVEs, or of loading applied to it
M mass matrix
Mr modulus-type quantity related to pore space r
msr ﬂuid mass contained in pore space r, per volume of RVE
s
n outwardly pointing unit vector normal to a surface ele-
ment of an RVE
nr Eulerian porosity of pore space r
N damping matrix
Nsr solid Biot modulus accounting for the effect of pore
pressure s on corresponding porosity changes at the le-
vel of RVE r
Nr;s solid Biot modulus accounting for effect of pore pres-
sure r on change of pore space s, measured at the mac-
roscopic RVE
Psr fourth-order Hill tensor of inclusion with shape r (or
phase r) embedded in matrix with stiffness C1 (if
s ¼ 1), or with symmetry property s otherwise
pr pore pressure in the pore space r
R rigidity matrix
RVE Representative Volume Element
Ssr Eshelby tensor of inclusion with shape r embedded in
matrix with symmetry property s
t time
T traction vector
v1 ultrasonic velocity of longitudinal wave traveling in
transverse material direction
v3 ultrasonic velocity of longitudinal wave traveling in ax-
ial material direction
Vr volume of phase r (also of entire RVE, in case r ¼ RVE)
WFr weight fraction of phase r per weight of extracellular
bone matrix
Wr macroscopic mass ﬂow vector in pore space r
x microscopic location vector
X macroscopic coordinate along the eX-direction (wave
propagation direction)
Y ; Z macroscopic coordinates orthogonal to X
a1 volumetric part of Eshelby tensor Sisosph
b1 deviatoric part of Eshelby tensor Sisosph
dij Kronecker delta
eðxÞ microscopic strain ﬁeld
er average (micro-) strains in phase r
katt attenuation length of ultrasonic wave
kw wavelength
l1 shear modulus of the isotropic stiffness tensor C1
lHA shear modulus of hydroxyapatite
m1 Poisson’s ratio of the isotropic stiffness tensor C1
Nr macroscopic displacement ﬁeld of phase r
Nampr amplitude of the macroscopic displacement ﬁeld of
phase r
n xð Þ microscopic displacement ﬁeld throughout the macro-
scopic RVE of Fig. 1
qr mass density of phase r
r xð Þ microscopic stress ﬁeld
rr average (micro-) stresses in phase r
R macroscopic stress tensor
vr characteristic function of phase r
u fraction of mineral located extraﬁbrillarly
/sr Lagrangian porosity of pore space r (if speciﬁed, in the
RVE s; otherwise in the macroscopic RVE)
x angular frequency
Subscripts
col . . .of molecular collagen
cyl . . .of a cylindrical inclusion
ef . . .of extraﬁbrillar space
excel . . .of extracellular space
exvas . . .of extravascular space
fast . . .related to the fast wave
fib . . .of ﬁbrillar space
fl . . .of ﬂuid
HA . . .of hydroxyapatite
ic . . .of intercrystalline space
im . . .of intermolecular space
lac . . .of lacunar pore space
macro . . .of macroscopic bone material
org . . .of organic material
RVE . . .of representative volume element
slow . . .related to the slow wave
sph . . .of a spherical inclusion
vas . . .of vascular pore space
wetcol . . .of wet collagen (= microﬁbrillar space)
Superscripts
0 . . .in the initial conﬁguration
amp . . .amplitude value
ef . . .per volume of extraﬁbrillar space
excel . . .per volume of extracellular space
exvas . . .per volume of extravascular space
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fib . . .per volume of ﬁbrillar space
iso . . .embedded in an isotropic matrix
lac . . .affected by lacunar pore pressure
triso . . .embedded in a transversely isotropic matrix
vas . . .affected by vascular pore pressure
wetcol . . .per volume of wet collagen (= microﬁbrillar space)
Operators
_a time derivative of a
€a second time derivative of a
r gradient operator
t transpose operator
detA determinant of matrix A
DIV (.) divergence operator at the macroscopic scale
div (.) divergence operator at the microscopic scale
0 spatial derivative with respect to location variable X
I (.) imaginary part of complex function (.)
R (.) real part of complex function (.)
Fig. 1. Representative Volume Element (RVE) of macroscopic bone material as
double porous medium; (e1; e2: transverse material directions; e3: axial material
direction).
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ﬂow, ﬂuid compressibility, and mass conservation (described in
Section 4); as well as two-scale poroelasticity of the solid skeleton
(described in Section 5). Combination of the corresponding sets of
equations, together with their speciﬁcation for harmonic loading,
yields the dispersion relation linking wave number to frequency
(Section 6). Under certain circumstances, the waves do not ‘‘detect’’
the macroscopic bone material, but the microstructure at a lower
scale, namely the extravascular bone matrix. A poroelastic model
for the latter is presented in Section 7. Experimental validation is
then provided for both cases (Section 8), and the evolution of the
wave characteristics in bone material is discussed afterwards
(Section 9). Finally, potentials and limitations of our modeling
approach are discussed, considering landmark contributions in the
ﬁeld of acoustics of porous media (Section 10).
2. Momentum balance of investigated double porous medium
Bone tissue is a microheterogenous material, in which different
pore networks can be distinguished at different scales, spanning
the range from a few nanometers up to hundreds of micrometers.
Our present focus is on the two porous networks with the largest
pore sizes:
 the vascular pore space, with characteristic pore dimensions of
tens-to-hundreds of micrometers, hosts blood vessels as well
as cells and biochemical factors; in cortical bone, the vascular
pore space comprises Haversian and Volkmann canals, with
several tens of micrometers characteristic length, and in trabec-
ular bone, it makes up all the space between the trabecular
plates and struts, with hundreds of micrometers characteristic
length [14];
 the lacunar pore space is made up by several microns sized lacu-
nar pores, each of them hosting a bone cell called osteocyte; the
osteocytes being mutually connected through much smaller
channels called canaliculi [14].
Accordingly, we consider an almost millimeter-sized represen-
tative volume element (RVE) of macroscopic bone material (see
Fig. 1), which hosts both the vascular and the lacunar pore spaces,
as well as the extracellular matrix inbetween, with all three of
them being subjected to inertia volume forces only, so that the
momentum balance at the microscopic scale of the (deformed)
RVE (i.e. in its current conﬁguration) reads as:
div rðxÞ þ qexcelvexcel€nðxÞ þ qflvlac€nðxÞ þ qflvvas€nðxÞ ¼ 0 ð1Þ
This equation is valid at all (micrometer-resolved) points x inside
the current conﬁguration of the almost millimeter-sized RVE. In
Eq. (1), r xð Þ is the Cauchy stress tensor acting on the RVE in the
current conﬁguration; x labels positions of material points in the
current conﬁguration, and €n refers to its twofold temporal deriva-
tion; vexcel;vlac , and vvas are the characteristic functions of theextracellular bone matrix, of the lacunar, and of the vascular spaces,
respectively; these characteristic functions are equal to one in the
subvolumes occupied, in the current conﬁguration of the RVE, by
the extracellular bone matrix (playing the role of the ‘‘skeleton’’
in a poromechanical context), and by the lacunar and vascular
pores, Vexcel;Vlac , and Vvas, respectively; and equal to zero every-
where else in the macroscopic RVE; qfl is the current mass density
of the physiological ﬂuid containing various chemical solvents and
soft cells, ﬁlling both the vascular and the lacunar pore spaces,
and qexcel is the current mass density of the solid skeleton.
The RVE of Fig. 1 needs to fulﬁll the separation-of-scales
requirement [15,16]:
d l L ð2Þ
with d as the inhomogeneity size within the RVE, l as the character-
istic length of the RVE itself, and L as the characteristic size of the
solid (here the bone sample or the bone organ) built up by the
material deﬁned on the RVE, or as the characteristic length of the
mechanical excitation of this solid (here the wavelength of the
ultrasonic waves sent through the bone samples). In (2), d and l
need to be separated by a surprisingly small factor of only two, as
shown theoretically by Drugan and Willis [17]; while pore diameter
d and wavelength L need to be separated by factor 2 and factor 50,
for shear and longitudinal waves, respectively, as was experimen-
tally evidenced by Kohlhauser and Hellmich [18]. Under these con-
ditions, averaging momentum Eq. (1) over the current conﬁguration
of the RVE of Fig. 1, leads to the macroscopic form of the momen-
tum balance, reading as [15]:
DIV Rþqexcelð1nvasnlacÞ€Nexcelþqflnlac €Nlacþqflnvas€Nvas¼0 ð3Þ
whereby
nvas ¼ VvasVRVE
nlac ¼ VlacVRVE
ð4Þ
are sometimes referred to as Eulerian porosities [19]; where
Table 1
Experimental characterization of various mammalian bone samples by Lees et al. [38],
Lees [40], and Lees et al. [41,39]: extracellular mass densities, qexcel , and longitudinal
ultrasonic velocities in the transverse material direction, v1, at 10 MHz frequency.
Tissue qexcel (g/cm
3) given v1 (m/s) given
Bovine tibiaa 2.02 3.18
Bovine tibiaa 1.99 3.18
Bovine tibiaa 1.95 3.18
Bovine tibiaa 2.01 3.16
Bovine tibiaa 2.04 3.27
Bovine tibiaa 2.05 3.26
Bovine tibiaa 2.12 3.46
Bovine tibiaa 2.08 3.49
Bovine tibiaa 2.10 3.27
Bovine tibiaa 1.98 3.26
Bovine tibiaa 2.05 3.42
Bovine tibiaa 2.11 3.48
Bovine tibiaa 2.03 3.18
Bovine tibiaa 2.06 3.21
Bovine tibiab 2.04 3.21
Fin whale t. bullab 2.53 4.53
Bovine tibiac 2.07 3.32
Dugong ribc 2.02 3.00
Elephant radiusc 1.94 3.05
Human femurc 1.93 3.13
Deer antlerc 1.78 2.38
Deer antlerc 1.74 2.40
Whale malleusd 2.49 4.85
Whale malleusd 2.53 4.89
Whale malleusd 2.51 4.55
Whale malleusd 2.45 4.61
Whale incusd 2.50 4.79
Whale incusd 2.46 4.70
Whale stapesd 2.40 4.15
Whale stapesd 2.48 4.60
Whale perioticd 2.50 4.53
Whale perioticd 2.52 4.65
Whale perioticd 2.58 4.84
Whale perioticd 2.54 4.60
Whale perioticd 2.50 4.53
Whale t. bullad 2.53 4.53
Whale t. bullad 2.54 4.54
Whale t. bullad 2.49 4.48
a Lees et al. [38].
b Lees [40].
c Lees et al. [41].
d Lees et al. [39].
Table 2
Experimental characterization of various mammalian bone samples by Lees et al. [38]
and Lees et al. [41]: extracellular mass densities, qexcel , and longitudinal ultrasonic
velocities in the axial material direction, v3, at 10 MHz frequency.
Tissue qexcel (g/cm
3) given v3 (m/s) given
Bovine tibiaa 2.06 3.92
Bovine tibiaa 2.05 3.92
Bovine tibiaa 2.02 3.81
Bovine tibiaa 2.02 3.86
Bovine tibiaa 2.00 3.90
Bovine tibiaa 2.05 3.88
Bovine tibiaa 2.10 3.88
Bovine tibiaa 2.08 3.92
Bovine tibiab 2.04 3.21
Fin whale t. bullab 2.53 4.53
Bovine tibiab 2.07 4.18
Dugong ribb 2.02 3.89
Elephant radiusb 1.94 3.76
Human femurb 1.93 3.08
Deer antlerb 1.78 3.15
a [38].
b [41].
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VRVE
Z
VRVE
rðxÞ dV ð5Þ
denotes the macroscopic stress acting in terms of tractions
T xð Þ ¼ R:n xð Þ on the surfaces of RVE of Fig. 1 in its current conﬁgu-
ration; and where
Nexcel ¼ 1Vexcel
Z
Vexcel
nðxÞ dV
Nvas ¼ 1Vvas
Z
Vvas
nðxÞ dV
Nlac ¼ 1Vlac
Z
Vlac
nðxÞ dV
ð6Þ
denote the deformed RVE’s macroscopic displacements of extracel-
lular bone matrix, of lacunar, and of vascular pores, respectively.
However, expecting physiological macroscopic strains to be of
the order of 1000 microstrains [20], the solid-related macroscopic
problem clearly fulﬁlls the requirements of small movements
[10,19,21]. Therefore, it seems natural to introduce the small per-
turbation prerequisites for the microstructure inside the double
porous RVE (see Fig. 1), i.e.
 inﬁnitesimal transformations: krnk  1;
 small displacements: j n j =l 1; and
 small variations in the mass densities of the pore ﬂuids and the
extracellular matrix: ðqi  q0i Þ=q0i  1; i 2 ffl; excelg, with q0i
as the initial mass densities.
This implies that any volume changes are small with respect to
the initial volumes,
Vi  V0i
V0i
 1 for i 2 fvas; lac; excelg ð7Þ
with V0i denoting the initial volume of phase i. One immediate
well-known implication of that is that we do not need to distinguish
between the initial and the current conﬁgurations anymore. For
example, this applies to the mass densities so that, again for exam-
ple, the extracellular mass density qexcel is accessible from a series of
Archimedes’ weighing tests on a wide variety of bone tissues in
undeformed state, see Vuong and Hellmich [13] and references
therein, as well as Tables 1–3. qexcel is closely linked to the chemical
composition of the extracellular bone matrix, see Appendix A.
As a second consequence of (7), small movements allow for re-
writing the macroscopic momentum balance Eq. (3) in the form
DIVRþq0excelð1/0vas/0lacÞ€Nexcelþq0fl/0lac €Nlacþq0fl/0vas€Nvas¼0 ð8Þ
whereby
/0vas ¼
V0vas
V0RVE
/0lac ¼
V0lac
V0RVE
ð9Þ
are the volume fractions of vascular and lacunar pores per volume
of millimeter-sized bone material, which are sometimes referred
to as initial Lagrangian porosities [19]. At the same time, small
microscopic movements allow for averaging the microscopic stress
and displacement ﬁelds over the initial volumes
R ¼ 1
V0RVE
Z
V0RVE
r x0
 
dV0
Nexcel ¼ 1
V0excel
Z
V0excel
n x0
 
dV0Nvas ¼ 1
V0vas
Z
V0vas
n x0
 
dV0
Nlac ¼ 1
V0lac
Z
V0lac
n x0
 
dV0 ð10Þ
Table 3
Experimental characterization of drug-treated rabbit bone samples by Lees et al. [42]: extracellular mass densities, qexcel , hydroxyapatite and organic weight fractions, WFHA and
WForg , as well as longitudinal ultrasonic velocities in the transverse material direction, v1, at 10 MHz frequency.
Treatment qexcel (g/cm
3) given WFHA (–) given WForg (–) given v1 (m/s) given
BAPNa 2.05 0.66 0.20 3.33
BAPNa 2.04 0.66 0.21 3.27
BAPNa 2.04 0.66 0.21 3.26
BAPNa 2.05 0.65 0.21 3.24
BAPNa 1.98 0.63 0.21 3.11
BAPNa 1.97 0.62 0.19 3.07
BAPNa 1.96 0.62 0.21 3.03
Fluor 2.00 0.70 0.17 3.20
Fluor 2.03 0.70 0.17 3.22
Fluor 2.04 0.71 0.16 3.22
Fluor 2.05 0.71 0.16 3.26
Fluor 2.02 0.70 0.17 3.22
Fluor 1.97 0.67 0.16 2.93
Fluor 1.86 0.65 0.17 2.74
Fluor 1.73 0.62 0.17 2.72
Fluor 1.65 0.56 0.16 2.57
Fluor 1.75 0.62 0.17 2.78
Cortisone 2.08 0.69 0.19 3.30
Cortisone 2.07 0.70 0.18 3.27
Cortisone 2.06 0.69 0.18 3.19
Cortisone 2.06 0.69 0.17 3.17
Cortisone 2.05 0.68 0.17 3.14
Cortisone 2.05 0.69 0.17 3.15
a BAPN: Beta-Aminoproprionitrile.
Table 4
Experimental characterization of equine cortical bone samples by McCarthy et al.
[22]: Macroscopic mass densities, qmacro , vascular porosities, /
0
vas , as well as the
longitudinal ultrasonic velocities in the transverse and axial material directions
respectively, v1 and v3, respectively, at 2.25 MHz frequency.
qmacro (g/cm
3) given /0vas (–) given v1 (m/s) given v3 (m/s) given
2.03 0.10 3.60 4.30
2.02 0.08 3.55 4.20
2.01 0.11 3.45 4.10
2.01 0.07 3.65 4.40
2.00 0.09 3.55 4.20
2.00 0.07 3.40 4.20
2.00 0.06 3.58 4.30
1.98 0.12 3.42 4.10
1.98 0.12 3.35 4.15
1.98 0.10 3.50 4.15
1.98 0.10 3.60 4.30
1.97 0.10 3.50 4.03
1.97 0.12 3.35 4.20
1.96 0.11 3.50 4.03
1.96 0.10 3.60 4.20
1.95 0.14 3.52 3.95
1.95 0.09 3.40 4.03
1.95 0.12 3.35 4.10
1.95 0.18 3.42 4.10
1.95 0.11 3.45 4.15
1.95 0.14 3.55 4.15
1.93 0.12 3.35 4.03
1.93 0.09 3.30 4.10
1.93 0.13 3.48 4.25
1.92 0.12 3.35 4.00
1.92 0.10 3.40 4.03
1.92 0.12 3.35 4.20
1.92 0.11 3.40 4.20
1.91 0.12 3.35 4.13
1.91 0.22 3.48 4.17
1.91 0.18 3.45 4.35
1.90 0.25 3.13 3.95
1.90 0.12 3.40 4.00
1.82 0.09 3.30 4.00
1.76 0.30 3.20 3.85
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The vascular porosity /0vas can be determined from microradio-
graphs such as the ones used by McCarthy et al. [22], see Table 4. In
case the macroscopic mass density q0macro (as measured by McCar-
thy et al. [22], see Table 4) is accessible rather than the extracellu-
lar mass density q0excel, then the latter can be determined from the
vascular and lacunar porosities, through
q0exvas ¼
q0macro  /0vasq0fl
1 /0vas
q0excel ¼
q0exvas  /exvas;0lac q0fl
1 /exvas;0lac
ð11Þ
with q0exvas as the initial mass density of the extravascular bone
material, and
/exvas;0lac ¼
V0lac
V0exvas
¼ V
0
lac
V0RVE
 V
0
RVE
V0exvas
¼ /
0
lac
1 /0vas
  ð12Þ
as the volume fraction occupied by the lacunar pores per volume of
extravascular bone material (also called initial Lagrangian lacunar
porosity in the extravascular space), which is considered to be inde-
pendent of the bone tissue, as it relates to the way the osteoblasts
work. Backscattered scanning electron micrographs of Tai et al.
[23] show that /exvas;0lac ¼ 10%, a value which is consistent with the
scanning electron micrograph of Buckwalter et al. [14].
3. Kinematics of investigated double porous medium
The macroscopic displacements of the solid skeleton and of the
two pore ﬂuids are the averages over the corresponding compart-
ments, of the microscopic displacement ﬁelds inside the RVE of
Fig. 1, see Eqs. (6) and (10): The displacement ﬁelds attached to
ﬂuid spaces (and more speciﬁcally their temporal derivatives, i.e.
the corresponding velocity ﬁelds) are often referred to through
mass ﬂow vectors (see, e.g. [10]), which in the present case read as
Wlac ¼ q0fl/0lac _Nlac  _Nexcel
 
Wvas ¼ q0fl/0vas _Nvas  _Nexcel
  ð13ÞAccording to the inﬁnitesimal-transformation prerequisite, the so-
lid-related macroscopic displacement ﬁeld allows for deﬁnition of
a macroscopic strain tensor in the so-called linearized form, valid
for small displacement gradients krNexcelk  1,
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2
rNexcelþtrNexcel
  ð14Þ4. Fluid ﬂow, ﬂuid compressibility, and mass conservation
The vascular ﬂuid ﬂow is governed by Darcy’s law [10], which
relates the relative ﬂuid velocity linearly to its driving forces
(namely to the pressure gradient and to the inertial force):
/0vas _Nvas  _Nexcel
  ¼ kvas: rpvas  q0fl€Nvas  ð15Þ
In Eq. (15), kvas is the second-order permeability tensor of the vas-
cular pore space. Throughout this paper, the permeability is approx-
imated as isotropic, kvas ¼ kvas1, with 1 as the second-order identity
tensor with components dij; dij ¼ 1 for i ¼ j, and zero otherwise. For
the vascular permeability, a very large range of values is reported
in the literature, kvas 2 ½1013  1010m3 s/kg for cortical bones
[24–28], and kvas 2 ½109  105m3 s/kg for trabecular bones [29].
The magnitude of kvas depends both on the ﬂuid viscosity and on
the pore topology or tortuosity [30].
Propagation of mega-hertzian waves implies a characteristic
loading time of some microseconds, which is six orders of magni-
tude smaller than the characteristic time of ﬂuid ﬂow in the lacu-
nae-canaliculi network, amounting to 7–8 s according to the
relaxation experiments of Gardinier et al. [31] and Qin et al. [32].
Consequently, undrained conditions prevail in the lacunar pore
space, i.e. there is no lacunar ﬂuid ﬂow relative to the extracellular
solid matrix displacements. Hence, the ﬂuid velocity in the lacunar
pore space is equal to the extracellular matrix velocity,
_Nlac ¼ _Nexcel ð16Þ
Furthermore, it follows from (16) that no ﬂuid mass leaves the lacu-
nar pore space, i.e. the lacunar ﬂuid mass per volume of extravascu-
lar bone matrix, reading as
mexvaslac ¼ qfl/exvaslac ; ð17Þ
remains unchanged,
_mexvaslac ¼ 0 ¼ /exvaslac _qfl þ qfl _/exvaslac )
_qfl
qfl
¼ 
_/exvaslac
/exvaslac
ð18Þ
In these two last relations, the current value of the lacunar porosity
in the extravascular space, /exvaslac , was introduced. It is related to the
current value of the lacunar porosity /lac and to the initial value of
the vascular porosity /0vas, by:
/exvaslac ¼
Vlac
V0exvas
¼ Vlac
V0RVE
 V
0
RVE
V0exvas
¼ /lac
1 /0vas
with /i ¼
Vi
V0RVE
for i 2 fvas; lacg
ð19Þ
Combination of (18) with the ﬂuid state equation at the lacunar
scale
_qfl
qfl
¼ _plac
kfl
ð20Þ
with kfl as the compressibility modulus of the physiological ﬂuid,
being close to that of water, kfl ¼ 2:3 GPa; and plac as the average
pressure prevailing in the lacunar pores, yields a pressure-porosity
relation in differential form
_/exvaslac ¼ /exvaslac
_plac
kfl
ð21Þ
Use of Eq. (19) allows for upscaling (21) to the macro-level, yielding
_/lac ¼ /lac
_plac
kfl
ð22ÞIn contrast to the closed lacunar pore space, the vascular pore
space allows physiological ﬂuid to enter and to leave, so that the
mass conservation law at the macroscopic level reads as
_mvas þ DIVðWvasÞ ¼ 0 ð23Þ
with mvas as the mass of vascular physiological ﬂuid per volume of
macroscopic bone material, reading as
mvas ¼ qfl/vas ð24Þ
Use of (24) and (13) in (23) yields
_mvas ¼ /vas _qfl þ qfl _/vas ¼ /0vasq0flDIV _Nvas  _Nexcel
 
 /vasqflDIV _Nvas  _Nexcel
  ð25Þ
where the last equality follows from the small change in mass den-
sities and in Lagrangian porosities of the small perturbation analy-
sis. Indeed, a direct consequence of the small perturbation analysis
(7) is the requirement of small change in the Lagrangian porosity,
reading as:
/i  /0i
/0i
 1 for i 2 vas; lacf g ð26Þ
Eq. (25) can be transformed, using the ﬂuid state equation at the
vascular scale
_qfl
qfl
¼ _pvas
kfl
ð27Þ
into
_/vas ¼ /vas
_pvas
kfl
 /vas DIV _Nvas  _Nexcel
  ð28Þ5. Constitutive behavior of solid skeleton
The elastic behavior of the solid extracellular matrix hosting the
two scale-separated pore spaces depicted in Fig. 1 is theoretically
captured by the concepts of poro-micromechanics [15]. More pre-
cisely, the RVE of Fig. 1 is resolved into two scale-separated RVEs:
(a) an RVE of extravascular bone matrix with a characteristic
length of around 50 lm, consisting of spherical lacunar
pores with zero-stiffness and pore pressure plac , these pores
being embedded in a matrix of extracellular bone tissue of
stiffness Cexcel, see Fig. 2(c);
(b) an RVE of macroscopic bone material, see Fig. 2(b), consist-
ing of cylindrical vascular pores of zero-stiffness and with
a pore pressure pvas, these pores being embedded in a poro-
elastic extravascular bone matrix following from homogeni-
zation over the RVE of Fig. 2(c).
As regards the former, homogeneous strains eexvas are prescribed
at the boundaries of the extravascular RVE of Fig. 2(c), while pore
pressure plac acts in the lacunar pores. Under these conditions, eexvas
and plac are related to the extravascular stresses rexvas through the
poroelastic stress state equation
rexvas þ blacexvasplac ¼ Cexvas : eexvas ð29Þ
with blacexvas as the second-order Biot tensor quantifying stresses built
up, due to lacunar pore pressure, at the boundary of an undeformed
extravascular RVE, and with Cexvas as the drained extravascular stiff-
ness tensor. blacexvas and Cexvas are gained from homogenization over
the extravascular RVE [11,33],
blacexvas ¼ /exvas;0lac 1 : Alac ð30Þ
Cexvas ¼ 1 /exvas;0lac
 
Cexcel : Aexcel ð31Þ
C. Morin, C. Hellmich /Ultrasonics 54 (2014) 1251–1269 1257with Aexcel and Alac as the strain concentration tensors of extracellu-
lar matrix and lacunar pore space, respectively, following from speci-
ﬁcation of (B.1) for C1 ¼ Cexcel, and for s 2 flac; excelg : flac ¼ /exvas;0lac ;
f excel ¼ 1 /exvas;0lac , and P1lac ¼ Ptrisosph C1 ¼ Cexcelð Þ, with Ptrisosph following
(C.5)–(C.11). Then, choice in (B.1), of r ¼ excel and r ¼ lac, respectively,
yields Aexcel and Alac , respectively. Moreover, in (31), Cexcel is the stiff-
ness tensor of the extracellular bone material.
The extracellular stiffness Cexcel is determined from self-consis-
tent homogenization over an RVE comprising inter-penetrating
cylindrical ﬁbrillar and extraﬁbrillar regions, both being mineral-
ized, the former to a lesser degree than the latter (see Fig. 3(d)),
whereby the stiffnesses of the aforementioned material phases
are gained from homogenization over yet smaller RVEs (see
Fig. 3(a)–(c), and Appendix B), which ﬁnally exhibit phases with
tissue-independent, ‘‘universal’’ stiffness properties: hydroxyapa-
tite with stiffness CHA [34],
CHA ¼ 3kHAJþ 2lHAK with kHA ¼ 82:6 GPa; and
lHA ¼ 44:9 GPa ð32Þ
whereby the components of the volumetric part J and the deviator-
ic part K of the identity tensor I read as:
Iijkl ¼ 1=2ðdikdjl þ dildjkÞ
Jijkl ¼ 1=3 dijdkl; with dij ¼ 1 for i ¼ j; dij ¼ 0 for i– j
K ¼ I J
ð33Þ(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. Two-scale micromechanical model for the poroelastic behavior of the solid skel
‘‘macroscopic’’ cortical/trabecular bone material [66,12,70], (c) RVE of extravascular bon
(a)
(b)
(d)
Fig. 3. Hierarchical elasticity of extracellular bone matrix: four-scale micromechanical m
extraﬁbrillar space [12,43]; (d) RVE of extracellular bone matrix–bone ultrastructure [6and molecular collagen with transversely isotropic stiffness Ccol
[35,36], deﬁned through the following ﬁve independent stiffness
tensor components,
Ccol3333 ¼ 21:9 GPa Ccol1133 ¼ 9:17 GPa
Ccol1111 ¼ 16:3 GPa Ccol1122 ¼ 5:78 GPa
Ccol1313 ¼ 4:62 GPa:
ð34Þ
given with respect to an orthonormal base frame e1; e2, and e3,
where e1 and e2 span the plane of isotropy (see Fig. 3). The state
equation for the lacunar porosity change at the extravascular scale
reads as [19,11]:
/exvaslac  /exvas;0lac ¼ blacexvas : eexvas þ
plac
Nlacexvas
ð35Þ
with Nlacexvas as the solid Biot modulus of the extravascular bone
material:
1
Nlacexvas
¼ 1 : Cexcel : /exvas;0lac 1 blacexvas
 
ð36Þ
The state equation for the stresses at the macroscopic scale (see
Fig. 2(b)) reads as [15,33]:
R ¼ Cmacro : E  Blacplac  Bvaspvas ð37Þ(c)
eton of the double-porous material depicted in Fig. 1: (a) bone sample, (b) RVE of
e matrix [45]; (e1; e2: transverse material directions; e3: axial material direction).
(c)
odel: (a) RVE of wet collagen [45]; (b) RVE of mineralized ﬁbril [45,66]; (c) RVE of
6,47]; (e1; e2: transverse material directions; e3: axial material direction).
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boundary of the macroscopic RVE of Fig. 2(b), with E as the corre-
sponding macroscopic strains, with pvas as the (average) pore pres-
sure in the vascular pores, and with Cmacro as the drained
homogenized macroscopic stiffness tensor; while Blac and Bvas de-
note the macroscopic Biot tensors describing the change in macro-
scopic stress provoked, under overall undeformed conditions, by
the lacunar and vascular pore pressures, respectively. Cmacro;B
lac ,
and Bvas are gained from homogenization over the macroscopic
RVE [33],
Cmacro ¼ 1 /0vas
 
Cexvas : Aexvas ð38Þ
Blac ¼ 1 /0vas
 
blacexvas : Aexvas
Bvas ¼ /0vas1 : Avas
ð39Þ
whereby blacexvas follows from Eq. (30), and Aexvas and Avas are the
strain concentration tensors of extravascular bone matrix and vas-
cular pore space, following from speciﬁcation of (B.1) for
C1 ¼ Cexvas, and for s 2 fvas; exvasg : fvas ¼ /0vas; fexvas ¼ 1 /0vas,
and P1vas ¼ Ptrisocyl C1 ¼ Cexvasð Þ, with Ptrisocyl following (C.1)–(C.4).
Then, choice in (B.1), of r ¼ exvas and r ¼ vas, respectively, yields
Aexvas and Avas, respectively. The state equations for the (lacunar
and vascular) porosities (/lac and /vas, respectively) at the macro-
scopic scale read as:
/lac  /0lac ¼ Blac : E þ
plac
Nlac;lac
þ pvas
Nlac;vas
/vas  /0vas ¼ Bvas : E þ
plac
Nvas;lac
þ pvas
Nvas;vas
ð40Þ
with Nlac;lac;Nlac;vas;Nvas;lac , and Nvas;vas as the solid Biot moduli
describing pressure-induced porosity changes under overall unde-
formed conditions. They also follow from homogenization, analo-
gously to the procedure described in [33]:
1
Nlac;lac
¼ blacexvas : C1exvas : 1 /0vas
 
blacexvas  Blac
 
1
Nlac;vas
¼ blacexvas : C1exvas : /0vas1 Bvas
 
1
Nvas;lac
¼ 1 : C1exvas : 1 /0vas
 
blacexvas  Blac
 
1
Nvas;vas
¼ 1 : C1exvas : /0vas1 Bvas
 
ð41Þ6. Harmonic wave propagation and attenuation at the
macroscopic scale – dispersion relation
We consider wave propagation through a bone sample of vol-
ume X, with lineal dimensions of several millimeters, as tested in
standard ultrasonic experiments [37–39,22], and characterized
by a frequency f of a few MHz, corresponding to an angular fre-
quency of x ¼ 2pf . Upon harmonic excitation, the solution func-
tions for the extracellular displacement ﬁeld (coinciding,
according to Eq. (16), with that of the lacunae) and for the vascular
displacement ﬁeld read as [10,19]:
Nexcel ¼Nlac ¼NampexcelR exp ıðkXþxtÞ½ f geX ¼Nampexcel exp kIX½ cos kRXþxtð ÞeX
Nvas ¼Nampvas R exp ıðkXþxtÞ½ f geX ¼Nampvas exp½kIXcos kRXþxtð ÞeX
ð42Þ
with the complex wave number k ¼ kR þ ıkI as the primary un-
known. Its real part kR is related to the wavelength kw and to the
wave velocity v,
kw ¼ 2pkR and v ¼
x
kR
ð43Þwhile its imaginary part kI relates to the attenuation length katt:
katt ¼ 1kI : ð44Þ
Moreover, in (42), Nampexcel and N
amp
vas are the amplitudes of the macro-
scopic waves attached to the solid and to the vascular portions
within the macroscopic bone RVEs. eX is the direction of the wave
propagation, and X is the macroscopic location variable associated
with this direction. In the following, eX is chosen as either e1; e2,
or e3. Thereby, eX always forms an orthonormal basis with eY and
eZ . As to arrive at a wave number-frequency relation (also called
dispersion relation), these two displacement ﬁelds are considered
as the principal unknowns, while Darcy’s law (15) for the vascular
space and the momentum balance Eq. (8) are chosen as the princi-
pal equations, in which all variables will be expressed as functions
of the two aforementioned displacement ﬁelds only. As a ﬁrst step,
we express the pressure ﬁelds as functions of the strain and dis-
placement ﬁelds. Therefore, we integrate Eq. (22),
ln
/lac
/0lac
 !
¼  plac  p
0
lac
kfl
ð45Þ
whereby p0lac ¼ 0 in our application. Then, we consider a Taylor ser-
ies expansion around /0lac:
ln
/lac
/0lac
 !
¼ ln 1þ /lac  /
0
lac
/0lac
 !
¼ /lac  /
0
lac
/0lac
þ O /lac  /
0
lac
/0lac
 !224
3
5 ð46Þ
which, under the small perturbation conditions (26), reduces to:
ln
/lac
/0lac
 !
¼ /lac  /
0
lac
/0lac
ð47Þ
which, when inserted into (45), yields
/lac  /0lac ¼ /0lac
plac
kfl
ð48Þ
We then combine this result with the porosity state equation at the
macroscopic scale (40)1, which yields a relation between pore pres-
sures and macroscopic strains, reading as:
Blac : E ¼ plac
Mlac
þ pvas
Nlac;vas
ð49Þ
whereby we use the common abbreviation [19]
1
Mlac
¼ 1
Nlac;lac
þ /
0
lac
kfl
ð50Þ
Similarly, combination of the integrated Eq. (28), after linearization
of the natural logarithm around /0vas (see Eqs. (45)–(48)),
/0vas ln
/vas
/0vas
 !
 /vas  /0vas
¼ /0vas
pvas
kfl
 /0vasDIV Nvas  Nexcelð Þ ð51Þ
with the porosity state equation at the macroscopic scale (40)2,
leads to
Bvas : E /0vasDIV Nvas  Nexcelð Þ ¼
plac
Nvas;lac
þ pvas
Mvas
ð52Þ
with
1
Mvas
¼ 1
Nvas;vas
þ /
0
vas
kfl
ð53Þ
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delivering the pore pressures as functions of the ﬂuid and solid dis-
placements and of the macroscopic strains:
plac ¼
1
D
B
lac : E
Mvas
þ 1
Nlac;vas
Bvas : Eþ /0vas DIV Nvas  Nexcelð Þ
 " #
pvas ¼
1
D
Blac : E
Nvas;lac
 1
Mlac
Bvas : Eþ /0vas DIV Nvas  Nexcelð Þ
 " #
ð54Þ
with the system determinant D reading as:
D ¼ 1
Mlac
1
Mvas
 1
Nlac;vas
1
Nvas;lac
ð55Þ
In the expressions (54), the strain ﬁeld can be eliminated by
expressing it as a function of the extracellular displacement ﬁeld.
The latter function follows from insertion of the displacement
expression (42) into the strain deﬁnition (14), resulting in:
E ¼ EXXeX  eX ¼ NampexcelR ık exp ıðkX þxtÞ½ f geX  eX ¼
¼ Nampexcel exp kIX½  kR sin kRX þxtð Þ  kI cos kRX þxtð Þ½ eX  eX
ð56Þ
As a second step, the macroscopic stresses can be expressed as func-
tions of the macroscopic displacements (and their derivatives);
namely by inserting into the macroscopic state Eq. (37), the pore
pressure and strain relations (54); and by inserting into the corre-
sponding result, the strain relations (56). As a result, we get only
three non-zero stress components, RXX ;RYY , and RZZ , all depending
on time t and macroscopic location variable X only. The non-zero
components will eventually enter the momentum balance Eq. (8),
where the divergence operator DIV will then ‘‘delete’’ RYY ðXÞ and
RZZðXÞ. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to reporting the expression
for RXX , reading as
RXX ¼ Cmacro B
vasBlac
DNvas;lac
þB
vas Bvas/0vas
 
DMlac
þ B
lac;2
DMvas
B
lac Bvas/0vas
 
DNlac;vas
 !
N0excel
þ B
vas/0vas
DMlac
 /
0
vasB
lac
DNlac;vas
 !
N0vas
ð57Þ
In this equation, tensor component-related indices are omitted for
the sake of clarity. Accordingly, the components of all involved ten-
sors are the diagonal components along the X direction, i.e.
Cmacro;XXXX ;B
vas
XX , etc. Moreover, the prime (0) denotes the spatial
derivative with respect to X. Finally, insertion of the expressions
(54), (56), and (57), into both the equilibrium Eq. (8) and Darcy’s
law (15), yields a system of equations in the form
Rk2 þ ıxNMx2
h i
:
Nampexcel
Nampvas
" #
¼ 0 ð58Þ
In (58), the matrix R is called the rigidity matrix. It comprises all
factors of the second spatial derivatives of the displacement ﬁelds.
The components of R read as:
R11 ¼ Cmacro 
Blac Bvas  /0vas
 
DNvas;lac
þ B
vas Bvas  /0vas
 
DMlac
 
 B
vas  /0vas
 
/0vas
DMlac
þ B
lac;2
DMvas
 B
lacBvas
DNlac;vas
þ /
0
vasB
lac
DNlac;vas
!
R12 ¼
/0vas B
vas  /0vas
 
MlacD
 B
lac/0vas
Nlac;vasD
R21 ¼ B
lac/0vas
Nvas;lacD
 B
vas/0vas
MlacD
þ /
0;2
vas
MlacD
R22 ¼  /
0;2
vas
MlacD
ð59ÞR11 and R12 correspond to the momentum balance Eq. (8), and R21
and R22 correspond to Darcy’s law (15). In (58), the matrix N is
called the damping matrix. It comprises all factors of the ﬁrst tem-
poral derivatives of the displacement ﬁelds, and reads as:
N ¼ /
0;2
vas
kvas
1 1
1 1
 	
ð60Þ
The matrix M is called the mass matrix. It comprises all factors of
the second temporal derivatives of the displacement ﬁelds, and
reads as:
M ¼
 q0excel 1 /exvas;0lac
 
þ /exvas;0lac q0fl
h i
1 /0vas
 
0
0 q0fl/
0
vas
2
4
3
5
ð61Þ
A non trivial solution of this system exists if and only if its determi-
nant is equal to zero [10]:
Rk2 þ ıxNMx2



 


 ¼ 0 ð62Þ
This equation yields two complex solutions for the square of the
wave number, k2, reading as:
k21 ¼ Rðk21Þ þ ıIðk21Þ
k22 ¼ Rðk22Þ þ ıIðk22Þ
ð63Þ
where the real and imaginary parts of the ﬁrst solution have the fol-
lowing analytical forms:
R k21
 
¼ 1
2
A2þ4/
0;4
vasx6
k2vas
B2
( )1=2
þA
2
2
4
3
5
1=2
R11/0vasq0flx2þR22 1/0vas
 
q0exvasx
2
0
B@
1
CA
,
2 det Rð Þ½  ð64Þ
I k21
 
¼ R11þ2R12R22ð Þ/
0;2
vasx
2 det Rð Þkvas 
/0;2vasx3B
2 det Rð Þkvas
,
1
2
A2þ4/
0;4
vasx6
k2vas
B2
( )1=2
þA
2
2
4
3
5
1=2
ð65Þ
whereby
A ¼ R211q0;2fl /0;2vasx4 þ R222q0;2exvas 1 /0vas
 2
x4
 /
0;4
vasx2 R11 þ 2R12  R22ð Þ2
k2vas
þ 4 det Rð Þ  2R11R22½  1 /0vas
 
q0exvas/
0
vasq
0
flx
4 ð66Þ
and
B ¼ 2 det Rð Þ þ R211 þ 2R11R12  R11R22
 
/0vasq
0
fl
þ 2 det Rð Þ þ R222  2R22R12  R11R22
 
1 /0vas
 
q0exvas ð67Þ
The real and imaginary parts of the second solution of (62) have the
following analytical forms:
R k22
 
¼  1
2
A2þ4/
0;4
vasx6
k2vas
B2
( )1=2
þA
2
2
4
3
5
1=2
R11/0vasq0flx2þR22 1/0vas
 
q0exvasx
2
0
B@
1
CA
,
2 det Rð Þ½  ð68Þ
I k22
 
¼ R11þ2R12R22ð Þ/
0;2
vasx
2 det Rð Þkvas þ
/0;2vasx3B
2 det Rð Þkvas
,
1
2
A2þ4/
0;4
vasx6
k2vas
B2
( )1=2
þA
2
2
4
3
5
1=2
ð69Þ
whereby A and B still obey deﬁnitions (66) and (67). The square
roots of the two solutions (64) and (65), as well as (68) and (69), ex-
press the wave numbers k as complex functions of the angular fre-
quency x. Only attenuated waves (with a positive attenuation
length according to Eq. (42)) have a physical meaning, so that we
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root of the ﬁrst solution having a positive imaginary part gives
the wave number of the so-called fast wave, reading as:
kfast ¼ kfastR þ ıkfastI
with kfastR ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Rðk21Þ þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Rðk21Þ
2 þ Iðk21Þ
2
q
2
vuut
and kfastI ¼
Iðk21Þ
2kfastR
ð70Þ
while the square root of the second solution having a positive imag-
inary part gives the wave number of the slow wave, reading as:
kslow ¼ kslowR þ ıkslowI
with kslowR ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Rðk22Þ þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Rðk22Þ
2 þ Iðk22Þ
2
q
2
vuut
and kslowI ¼
Iðk22Þ
2kslowR
ð71Þ7. Harmonic waves at the extravascular scale
Ultrasonic experiments at higher frequencies, such as at
f ¼ 10 MHz [38,40,41,39,42], deliver longitudinal wave velocities
around v ¼ 4:0 m/s (see Tables 1–3), with corresponding wave-
lengths k ¼ v=f ¼ 400 lm, which are smaller than the characteris-
tic length of the macroscopic RVE, but larger than the extravascular
RVE. Therefore, 10 MHz ultrasonics experiments ‘‘detect’’ the poro-
elastic properties of the extravascular bone matrix, and the previ-
ous developments simplify. More precisely, we need to focus on
the poroelasticity of the RVE of Fig. 2(c), rather than that of the
double porous material sketched in Fig. 1. Accordingly, the relation
between pore pressure and extravascular strain follows from com-
bination of (35) with the integrated form of (21), after linearization
of the natural logarithm around /exvas;0lac (see Eqs. (45)–(48)):
 blacexvas : eexvas ¼ plac
1
Nlacexvas
þ /
exvas;0
lac
kfl
 !
) plac ¼ 
1
Nlacexvas
þ /
exvas;0
lac
kfl
 !1
blacexvas : eexvas
ð72Þ
Combination of this pressure–strain relation with the constitutive
relation (29) yields the expression of the undrained stress–strain
relation as
rexvas ¼ Cuexvas : eexvas ð73Þ
with the undrained stiffness tensor Cuexvas reading as:
Cuexvas ¼ Cexvas þ
1
Nlacexvas
þ /
exvas;0
lac
kfl
 !1
blacexvas  blacexvas ð74Þ
The momentum balance (8) reduces to:
DIV rexvas þ q0exvas€Nexcel ¼ 0 ð75Þ
where the divergence operator now measures differences between
extravascular RVEs. Insertion of (73) into (75), and accounting for
the fact that eexvas has a form identical to the one given in (56),
yields the following equation for the amplitude of the extracellular
displacement ﬁeld, in direction X:
Cuexvas;XXXXk2 þ q0exvasx2
 
N0excel ¼ 0 ð76Þ
This equation has a non trivial solution only if the wave number is
equal to:
k ¼ x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q0exvas
Cuexvas;XXXX
s
) k ¼ 2p
k
¼ 2p
x
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Cuexvas;XXXX
q0exvas
s
ð77ÞThe wave velocity is thus given by:
vX ¼ xk ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Cuexvas;XXXX
q0exvas
s
ð78Þ8. Experimental validation
We check our model by comparing its predictions for wave
velocities and attenuations to corresponding experiments.
We start at the macroscopic scale, where the fast wave propaga-
tion velocities are predicted according to
v fast ¼ x=kfastR ð79Þ
with kfastR according to (70), together with (64)–(67), (59), (50), (41),
(38), (39), (31), and (11); from sample-speciﬁc mass density-vascu-
lar porosity data pairs of McCarthy et al. [22], see Table 4, columns 1
and 2. These wave velocity predictions, both for the longitudinal
(eX ¼ e3) and transverse (eX ¼ e1) directions, are then compared
to corresponding experimental data (see Table 4), obtained by
McCarthy et al. [22] from 2.25 MHz ultrasonic experiments on cor-
tical samples from the third equine metacarpus (see Fig. 4). There-
by, we consider the entire range of permeabilities given in Section 4.
The validity of our model is quantiﬁed in terms of relative errors be-
tween predicted and experimental wave velocity values:
ev ¼
vpredfast  vexp
vexp ð80Þ
The excellent performance of our model is quantiﬁed by the
error between model predictions and 2.25 MHz experimental
values, ranging, in the longitudinal direction, from 3:33%	 3:71%
for kvas ¼ 1013 m3 s/kg, to 5:81%	 4:42% for kvas ¼ 1010 m3 s/kg
(mean value 	 standard deviation), and in the transverse direction,
from 2:98%	 3:41% for kvas ¼ 1013 m3 s/kg, to 4:46%	 3:46% for
kvas ¼ 1010 m3 s/kg. Hence, precise knowledge on the permeabil-
ity is not mandatory for satisfactory prediction of the velocity of
fast waves traveling through cortical bone.
The conceptual relevance of predicting fast waves is underlined by
an attenuation length computed from (44) and (70), together with
(39), (31), (11), (B.1), (C.5)–(C.11), (A.2)–(A.5), and (A.6): Based on
the sample-speciﬁc mass density-vascular porosity data of McCarthy
et al. [22] (see Table 4), the average attenuation length amounts to
130.5 mm in the axial direction, and to 190mm in the transverse
direction, conﬁrming that it is the fast wave which is recorded by
the receiver. In contrast, the characteristic length of the slow wave
amounts to some tens of micrometers; therefore, the slow wave
could not be recorded in the tests of McCarthy et al. [22].
We also compare the model predictions for the undrained wave
velocity at the extravascular scale (as depicted on Fig. 2(c)), accord-
ing to (78), together with (74), (30), (36), (B.1), (C.5)–(C.11), (A.2)–
(A.5) and (A.6), from sample-speciﬁc extracellular mass density
values of Lees et al. [38]; Lees [40]; Lees et al. [41,39], see Tables
1 and 2; and from mass density-weight fraction pairs of Lees
et al. [42], see Table 3. These wave velocity predictions, both for
the longitudinal (eX ¼ e3) and the transverse (eX ¼ e1) directions,
are then compared to corresponding experimental data (see Tables
1–3), obtained by Lees and colleagues [38–42] from 10MHz ultra-
sonic experiments (see Fig. 4). There is again an excellent agreement
between our model predictions and the experimental data, as shown
by the average errors: in the transverse direction 7:23%	 4:23%
and in the longitudinal direction, 1:65%	 5:72%. Besides, for the
subset of drug-treated animals, the average prediction error reads
as 8:30%	 3:42%.
Such extraordinary matches between model predictions and
experiments also underline the relevance of the multiscale
Fig. 4. Model validation: Comparison of experimental data for 2.25 MHz fast wave velocities and for 10 MHz undrained wave velocities in longitudinal (3) and transverse (1)
directions, with corresponding model predictions: (b) zoomed out of (a); bars denote the variation of the predicted fast wave velocity over the range of reported vascular
permeabilities in cortical bone kvas 2 ½1013;1010m3 s/kg.
Fig. 5. Permeability-dependent ranges of wave velocities (a and b), wavelengths (c and d), and attenuation lengths (e and f), as functions of the wave frequency, for both the
fast wave (yellow areas) and the slow wave (red areas) at vascular porosities of /vas ¼ 0:10 (a, c, and e) and /vas ¼ 0:70 (b, d, and f), for a bone tissue with an extracellular
mass density of qexcel ¼ 2:20 g/cm3; according to the scale-separation requirement (2), wavelengths smaller than 2 mm are not related to the macroscopic bone material: this
corresponds to the solid black lines in (c) and (d), and to the corresponding wave velocity in (a) and (b). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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1262 C. Morin, C. Hellmich /Ultrasonics 54 (2014) 1251–1269representation of bone as given in Figs. 2 and 3; adding dissipative
wave propagation as a new class of physical phenomena predict-
able through such a representation, in addition to similar multi-
scale approaches valid for elasticity [43–47], for elastoplastic
strength [12], and for viscoelasticity [48].9. General characteristics of wave propagation and attenuation
in double-porous bone materials
Given the satisfactory experimental validation described in Sec-
tion 8, the model is now used to predict the wavelengths and the
attenuation lengths of fast and slowwaves traveling through bones
with low and high vascular porosities (with /0vas ¼ 0:1 and
/0vas ¼ 0:7), as functions of the wave frequency (see Fig. 5), as well
as of permeability (see Figs. 6–8). The dispersion relations of Fig. 5
reveal that, in bone samples with both high and low vascular
porosities, both fast and slow waves are virtually independent of
the frequency, at least for the range explored in this study, i.e. be-
tween 0.1 and 2.25 MHz (see Figs. 5(a) and (b)). Only the lowerFig. 6. (a)–(d) Fast and slow wave velocity, as function of vascular permeability and poro
different frequencies. (e) and (f) Detailed dependence of the wave velocity on the perme
bone tissue (/vas ¼ 10%); the red dashed line to high porosity bone tissue (/vas ¼ 70%); th
references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of thilimits for the velocities of the waves traveling in high-porosity
materials, being related to the lower limits of permeability
(½109  105m3 s/kg), show some frequency-dependence; in
more detail, they increase with increasing frequency. The physical
relevance of all these results with respect to the applicability range
of our continuum micromechanics model can be checked on the
basis of the results for the wavelengths, being equal to the wave
velocities over the frequency (see Eq. (43)). In general, these wave-
lengths decrease with increasing frequency, but the results for the
lower limits of the wavelengths need to be considered with cau-
tion: In fact, the wavelengths need, according to Eq. (2), to be
scale-separated from the size of the RVE, which, in our case, sug-
gests a minimum wavelength of about 2 mm (see black line in
Fig. 5(c) and (d)), as to be consistent with our overall modeling ap-
proach. Accordingly, the computed lower bounds of the wave-
lengths of the slow waves in bone samples with low vascular
porosity are out of the validity range of our theory (see Fig. 5(c))
– the latter does not allow for a statement on these wavelengths
– and the same is also true for the slowwaves at higher frequenciessity, for a bone tissue with an extracellular mass density of qexcel ¼ 2:20 g/cm3 at two
ability, for two different porosities: the blue solid lines correspond to low porosity
ick lines (resp. thin lines) relate to fast (resp. slow) waves. (For interpretation of the
s article.)
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corresponding lower limits for wave velocities which can be pre-
dicted by our theory are obtained by multiplying the wavelength
of 2 mm by the investigated frequency, see black lines in Fig. 5(a)
and (b). Next, we turn our attention to the attenuation lengths,
being equal to the lineal path along which the signal traveling
through the bone sample, has lost 63% of its amplitude. This loss
of amplitude (or attenuation) needs obviously to be measured
along several RVEs, so that we adopt a minimum value for which
our theory can deliver physically meaningful results. The attenua-
tion length being a structural length L, we choose a value identical
to that of the minimum wavelength: 2 mm; see black lines in
Fig. 5(e) and (f). Accordingly, the limitation of our theory is reached
with estimating the attenuation length of slow waves in low-per-
meability bone materials (see Fig. 5(e) and (f)). Within its validity
limits, our theory proposes the attenuation lengths to decrease
with increasing frequency; and such a trend for the attenuation
as function of frequency has also been found experimentally inFig. 7. (a)–(d) Fast and slow wavelength, as function of vascular permeability and porosi
different frequencies. (e) and (f) Detailed dependence of the wave velocity on the perme
bone tissue (/vas ¼ 10%); the red dashed line to high porosity bone tissue (/vas ¼ 70%); th
references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of thihigh-porosity bone samples [7,8,49]. Attenuation lengths in low-
porosity bones are so small that a slow wave is not allowed to
transmit a millimeter-sized sample, while high-porosity bones ex-
hibit slow wave attenuation lengths in the range from centimeters
to even more than meters (see Figs. 5(e) and 8), allowing slow
waves to transmit highly porous (osteoporotic cortical or trabecu-
lar) bone samples. This has actually been experimentally con-
ﬁrmed by Hosokawa and Otani [7].
In addition to deﬁning reasonable upper and lower bounds for
wave velocities, lengths, and attenuations, our model also reveals
permeability-dependencies of wave propagation and attenuation
in bone samples of different vascular porosities. In general, wave
velocities increase with decreasing vascular porosities and increas-
ing permeabilities (see Fig. 6); however, the permeability-driven
increase is restricted to certain ‘‘permeability-windows’’, framed
by permeability values of 1013 m3 s/kg and 109 m3 s/kg for slow
waves, by 1010 m3 s/kg and 108 m3 s/kg for fast waves traveling
in bone samples with high vascular porosity; while fast wavesty, for a bone tissue with an extracellular mass density of qexcel ¼ 2:20 g/cm3 at two
ability, for two different porosities: the blue solid lines correspond to low porosity
ick lines (resp. thin lines) relate to fast (resp. slow) waves. (For interpretation of the
s article.)
Fig. 8. (a)–(d) Fast and slow wave attenuation length (in logarithmic scale, in meter), as function of vascular permeability and porosity, for a bone tissue with an extracellular
mass density of qexcel ¼ 2:20 g/cm3 at two different frequencies. (e) and (f) Detailed dependence of the wave velocity on the permeability, for two different porosities: the blue
solid lines correspond to low porosity bone tissue (/vas ¼ 10%); the red dashed line to high porosity bone tissue (/vas ¼ 70%); thick lines (resp. thin lines) relate to fast (resp.
slow) waves. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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fected by permeability.
The same independence from permeability is found for the
wavelengths of such fast waves, see Fig. 7, in particular (e) and
(f). In contrast, bone samples with high vascular porosity are char-
acterized by a wavelength of the fast wave which increases with
increasing permeabillity, but this effect is again restricted to a per-
meability window, framed by the values of 109 m3 s/kg and
108 m3 s/kg for 0.1 MHz frequency signals, and by the values of
1010 m3 s/kg and 109 m3 s/kg for 1 MHz frequency signals; at a
permeability value larger than those in these windows, the length
of the fast wave is again permeability-independent, reaching al-
most the magnitude of the length of the fast wave in low-porosity
bone; and also at permeability values lower than those in the
aforementioned windows, a permeability-independent length of
the fast wave is reached, however at a magnitude amounting to
only 84% of that predicted for a bone sample with high permeabil-
ity. Lengths of slow waves fulﬁlling separation-of-scales criterion
(2) are only predicted for frequencies of 0.1 MHz, and permeability
values larger than 1011 m3 s/kg. The attenuation lengths show yetanother permeability-dependent behavior (see Fig. 8): Fast waves
show a maximum of attenuation (given through a minimum atten-
uation length) at permeabilities ranging between 1011 m3 s/kg
and 108 m3 s/kg, depending on vascular porosity and signal fre-
quency. Thereby, these maximum attenuation-related permeabil-
ity values are the larger the vascular porosity, and the smaller
the signal frequency. In contrast, the attenuation of the slow wave
is the smaller (and hence the attenuation length of the slow wave
is the larger), the larger the permeability of the considered bone
sample.
The fast wave velocity in low-vascular porosity tissues is inde-
pendent of the permeability (see Fig. 6). On the other hand, slow
wave velocities and fast wave velocities in highly porous tissues
do depend on the permeability; however, this is only the case
around a critical value of the permeability (which decreases with
increasing wave frequency, see Fig. 6). Below and above this critical
range, the velocity values are constant. Besides, the higher the fre-
quency, the smaller the attenuation length (see Fig. 8(e) and (f)).
The experiments on trabecular bones performed by Hosokawa
and Otani [7] allowed for measuring both the slow and the fast
0.7
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s
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evidence, with precise prediction of both velocities, and attenua-
tion length which are large enough, only if the permeability of
the bone tissue lies in a narrow range around 1010 m3 s/kg.1.4 1.6 1.8 2 2.2 2.4 2.6
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Fig. 10. Volume fractions of hydroxyapatite, collagen, and ﬂuid in the extracellular
bone matrix, as functions of the mass density of the latter, according to Vuong and
Hellmich [13], based on experimental data of Lees et al. [37], Lees and Page [52],
Lees et al. [39], Lees [53], Gong et al. [54], Hammet [55], Burns [56], and Biltz and
Pellegrino [57].
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Fig. 11. Fibrillar and extraﬁbrillar volume fractions in extracellular bone matrix, as
functions of the mass density of the latter, according to Morin and Hellmich [59],10. Discussion and conclusion
It is interesting to set our theoretical developments in relation
to the evolution of fast and slow wave propagation theories over
the last seventy years: In 1944, Frenkel [2] was the ﬁrst to study
the propagation of waves in a porous medium consisting of two
phases, a solid phase and a ﬂuid phase. However, he did not intro-
duce an RVE, but rather two velocity values in each (macroscopic)
material point, one of them related to the solid part of that material
point, and the other one related to its liquid part. Then, based on
Darcy’s law and on Newton’s second law, he investigated waves
where the volume variations in solid and ﬂuid are in phase, and
he arrived at a quadratic solution proposing two solutions for lon-
gitudinal wave velocities. However, he wrote that ‘‘we shall not
write down the expression for its roots and shall only remark that
[. . .] one of them corresponds to waves with a very small damping,
and the other to waves with a very large damping. The waves of the
second kind are thus really non-existent’’. Thus, he was close to
‘‘ﬁnding’’ the ‘‘slow wave’’, but considered it as non-existing. The
situation was different in the case of Biot, with his two seminal pa-
pers from 1956 [3,4]: Biot started with the statement that ‘‘the
ﬂuid [. . .] may ﬂow relative to the solid causing friction to arise’’.
This ﬁnally led to the wave of the second kind (or slow wave) on
page 174 of the aforementioned paper, while on the same page,
the wave corresponding to the case where ‘‘there is no relative
motion between ﬂuid and solid’’ was termed wave of the ﬁrst kind
(or fast wave). While Biot’s concept has become extremely popular
and also well-received in the context of bones [6], it is interesting
to note that more recent theoretical approaches for acoustics in
porous media, such as [50,10,19], basically re-introduced, without
explicit historical notice though, Frenkel’s kinematical concept of
the ﬂuid and the solid phases oscillating in phase (regardless of
whether the wave propagation is ‘‘fast’’ or ‘‘slow’’), see e.g. pages
266 and 222 of Coussy’s books [10] and [19], respectively. This
concept was later combined with homogenization theories [11],
and in the present contribution, we introduce the Frenkel–Coussy
kinematics from averaging over microscopic ﬁelds, as given in
Eq. (10). The latter equations are fully consistent with recent the-
oretical work of Auriault et al. [30], who e.g. show why Eq. (10)
does not exhibit a tortuosity term as proposed by Coussy [10] with0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3
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Morin et al. [35], Hellmich and Ulm [60], and Vuong and Hellmich [13].reference to [3]: the tortuosity only affects the permeability of the
overall porous medium.
Moreover, while the results presented in the last section seem
to be original, in the sense that the authors are not aware of any
other experimentally validated multiscale approach for wave
velocity and attenuation in bone materials, the proposed model
has of course certain limitations, which are noteworthy as to
sketch potential lines of further research: Our work was based on
experimentally determined intervals for the permeability of the
porous medium. Deeper theoretical scrutiny may lead to determi-
nation of these permeabilities from the ﬂuids’ viscosities, and from
the nature of the ﬂuid ﬂow (such as Hagen–Poiseuille ﬂow) – as it
was discussed already in [4], and where very sophisticated theories
exist nowadays [30]. This is reserved for future work.
Also, our study, as all the historical studies described further
above, consider small changes of the Lagrangian porosity, the
validity of which can be checked a posteriori. According to Vice-
conti and Seireg [20], the physiological macroscopic strains are
1266 C. Morin, C. Hellmich /Ultrasonics 54 (2014) 1251–1269expected to be of the order of 1000 microstrains, which, when
combined with Eq. (56) and considering that the upper bound of
the real part of the complex exponential function amounts to
one, allows us to estimate an upper bound for the amplitude of
the displacement ﬁeld in the solid matrix of the bone as:
Nampexcel ¼
0:001
RðıkÞ ¼
0:001
kI
ð81Þ
whereby k is the complex wave number, and kI is the imaginary
part of the wave number. Then, the dynamic system (58) allows
us to estimate the amplitude of the ﬂuid displacement Nampvas , both
for the fast wave and for the slow wave. Thereafter, the changes
in lacunar and vascular pore pressures, plac and pvas, can be esti-
mated from Eq. (54). Finally, the changes of both the lacunar and
vascular porosities can be estimated from Eqs. (48) and (54), see
Fig. 9 for the experiments performed by McCarthy et al. [22]. The
change in porosity remains always smaller than 1%, which shows
the validity of the small perturbation analysis for our application.
Accordingly, the used porosity variables could have been alleviated
through replacing ‘‘/0’’ by ‘‘/’’ wherever no change of porosity
comes into play, i.e. in Eqs. (8), (11), (13), (15), (30), (31), (36),
(38), (39), (41), (50), (52), (53), and (54). However, wherever there
is a change in porosity, careful distinction of / and /0 is obligatory,
as in Eq. (22), (28), (35), and (40).
Finally, when comparing the predicted fast wave attenuations
with those observed experimentally by Lakes et al. [51], Hosokawa
and Otani [7,8], it becomes obvious that the predicted energy
dissipation underestimates the experimentally observed one.
Hence, in addition to the dissipation due to viscous ﬂuid ﬂow,
yet other dissipative processes are under way once ultrasonic
waves propagate through bone materials. They are most likely re-
lated to water at the nanometer-scale, triggering viscoelasticity of
the solid bone matrix. This effect can be modeled through a multi-
scale approach as well [48], and combination of the latter one with
the one described in the present paper may give further interesting
insights into the viscous behavior of bone, elucidating microscale
interaction at the origin of the macroscopically detected phenom-
ena evidenced by Lakes et al. [51], Hosokawa and Otani [7,8].
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Appendix A. Composition of extracellular bone matrix
Based on a large collection of demineralization, dehydration,
ashing, and weighing tests [37,52,39,53–57], Vuong and Hellmich
[13] evidenced that, irrespective of age, species, or organ, the min-
eral, collagen, and ﬂuid volume fractions within the extracellular
space (f excelHA ; f
excel
col , and f
excel
fl , respectively) are bilinear functions of
the extracellular mass density qexcel (see Fig. 10):
if qexcel 6 1:928g=cm
3
; f excelHA ¼ 1:331
qexcel
qHA
 1:398
 
;
f excelcol ¼ 0:343
qexcel
qcol
 0:207
 
f excelfl ¼ 1 f excelcol  f excelHA
if qexcel P 1:928g=cm
3
; f excelHA ¼ 1:709
qexcel
qHA
 2:127
 
;
f excelcol ¼ 0:424
qexcel
qcol
þ 1:271
 
f excelfl ¼ 1 f excelcol  f excelHA
ðA:1Þwhere qcol ¼ 1:42 g=cm3;qHA ¼ 3:0 g/cm3, and qfl ¼ 1:0 g/cm3 are
the mass densities of molecular collagen, hydroxyapatite, and ﬂuid,
respectively [58].
The ﬁbrillar and extraﬁbrillar volume fractions (f excelfib and f
excel
ef )
can then be computed from hydration-dependent swelling rules
for unmineralized tissues [35] in combination with mineralization
considered as extracollagenous ﬂuid-to-solid phase transition in
closed thermodynamic systems [59], and they can be well approx-
imated by the following bilinear relations (see Fig. 11):
if qexcel 6 1:928g=cm
3
; f excelfib ¼ 0:0886
qexcel
qHA
 0:0088;
if qexcel P 1:928g=cm
3; f excelfib ¼ 0:1578
qexcel
qHA
þ 1:4016
f excelef ¼ 1 f excelfib
ðA:2Þ
The fact that the average hydroxyapatite concentration in the extra-
collageneous space is the same inside and outside the ﬁbrils [60],
allows for quantiﬁcation of the mineral and collagen volume frac-
tions within the ﬁbrillar and extraﬁbrillar compartments. Accord-
ingly, in the extraﬁbrillar space, the volume fractions of mineral,
f efHA, and of the intercrystalline ﬂuid, f
ef
ic , read as:
f efHA ¼
f excelHA u
f excelef
with u ¼ 1 f
excel
fib
1 f excelcol
f efic ¼ 1 f efHA
ðA:3Þ
Within the ﬁbrillar space, the volume fractions of mineral, f fibHA , and
of wet collagen, f fibwetcol read as [45]
f fibHA ¼
f excelHA 1uð Þ
f excelfib
with u ¼ 1 f
excel
fib
1 f excelcol
f fibwetcol ¼ 1 f fibHA
ðA:4Þ
Finally, the volume fractions of molecular collagen and of the inter-
collagenous space at the wet collagen level, f wetcolcol and f
wetcol
ic , can be
calculated from the extracellular volume fraction of collagen as:
f wetcolcol ¼
f excelcol
f excelfib f
fib
wetcol
f wetcolic ¼ 1 f wetcolcol
ðA:5Þ
The composition rules (A.1) do not hold for drug-treated tissues
[42]; in the aforementioned reference, reported values for the or-
ganic and mineral weight fractions,WFHA andWForg , see Table 3, al-
low for determination of the extracellular volume fractions,
through
f excelcol ¼ 0:9WForg
qexcel
qcol
f excelHA ¼WFHA
qexcel
qHA
ðA:6ÞAppendix B. Multiscale elasticity of extracellular bone matrix –
stiffness homogenization
For all RVEs of Figs. 2 and 3, the ‘‘macroscopic’’ strains subjected
to the boundary of the RVE and ‘‘microscopic’’ strains in phase r in-
side the RVE, are related by concentration tensors Ar , reading as
[16,61,62]:
Ar ¼ Iþ P1r : ðCr  C1Þ
 1
:
X
s
fs Iþ P1s : ðCs  C1Þ
 1( )1 ðB:1Þ
C. Morin, C. Hellmich /Ultrasonics 54 (2014) 1251–1269 1267with P1r as the Hill tensor accounting for the shape of phase r being
embedded in an auxiliary matrix of stiffness C1 (see Appendix C for
their expressions), fs as the volume fraction of phase s, and the sum
counting over all phases within the RVE.
From these concentration tensors, the overall stiffness of the
RVE is computed according to [16,62]:
Chom ¼
X
s
fsCs : As ðB:2Þ
with Cs as the elasticity tensor of phase s.
Choice of C1 in (B.1) deﬁnes the morphology of the microstruc-
ture within the RVE: C1 ¼ Chom according to (B.2) relates to a poly-
crystal (‘‘self-consistent scheme’’ [63,64]), while C1 ¼ Cr , with r
indicating one of the phases, relates to a composite material with
a matrix phase of stiffness Cr (‘‘Mori–Tanaka scheme’’ [65]).
Application of (B.1) and (B.2), as well as of (C.1)–(C.16) and
(C.17) to the RVEs of Fig. 3 is as follows:
 An RVE of microﬁbrillar space or wet collagen (labeled by ‘‘wet-
col’’, see Fig. 3(a)) contains phases ‘‘molecular collagen’’ and
‘‘intermolecular space’’, with volume fractions f wetcolcol and f
wetcol
im
(see Eq. (A.5)) and with stiffnesses Ccol (see Eq. (34)) and
Cfl ¼ 3kflJ. The molecular collagen phase forms a matrix in
which the cylindrical ‘‘ﬂuid’’ phase is embedded, so that
Eq. (B.1) is speciﬁed for C1 ¼ Ccol, and s 2 fcol; img;
P1im ¼ Ptrisocyl C1 ¼ Ccolð Þ (see (C.1)–(C.4)). Then, choice in Eq.
(B.1), of r ¼ col yieldsAcol, and choice of r ¼ im yieldsAim. After-
wards, speciﬁcation of Eq. (B.2) for s 2 fcol; img yields the
homogenized transversely isotropic stiffness Chom ¼ Cwetcol.
 An RVE of ﬁbrillar space (labeled by ‘‘ﬁb’’, see Fig. 3(b)) contains
phases ‘‘microﬁbrils’’ and ‘‘crystal clusters’’, with volume frac-
tions f fibwetcol and f
fib
HA (see Eq. (A.4)) and with stiffnesses Cwetcol
(obtained from the homogenization over the microﬁbrillar
space, see last item) and CHA (see Eq. (32)). The two phases
are of cylindrical and of spherical shape, and they form a poly-
crystal, so that Eq. (B.1) is speciﬁed for C1 ¼ Cfib and
s 2 fwetcol;HAg, with P1wetcol ¼ Ptrisocyl C1 ¼ Cfib
 
(see (C.1)–(C.3)
and (C.4)) and P1HA ¼ Ptrisosph C1 ¼ Cfib
 
(see (C.5)–(C.11)). Then,
choice in Eq. (B.1), of r ¼ wetcol yields Awetcol, and choice of
r ¼ HA yields AHA. Afterwards, speciﬁcation of Eq. (B.2) for
s 2 fwetcol;HAg yields the homogenized transversely isotropic
stiffness Chom ¼ Cfib. Since Cfib already appears in the speciﬁca-
tion of (B.1), it is determined iteratively.
 An RVE of extraﬁbrillar space (labeled by ‘‘ef’’, see Fig. 3(c)) con-
tains phases ‘‘crystal needles of hydroxyapatite’’ and ‘‘intercrys-
talline space’’, with volume fractions f efHA and f
ef
ic (see Eq. (A.3))
and with stiffnesses CHA (see Eq. (32)) and Cfl ¼ 3kflJ. The two
phases are of cylindrical and of spherical shape, and they form
an (isotropic) polycrystal, so that Eq. (B.1) is speciﬁed for
C1 ¼ Cef and s 2 fHA; icg, with P1HA ¼ Pisocyl C1 ¼ Cef
 
(see
(C.15)–(C.17)), and P1ic ¼ Pisosph C1 ¼ Cef
 
(see C.12,C.13 and
C.14). Then, choice in Eq. (B.1), of r ¼ HA yields AHA, and choice
of r ¼ ic yields Aic . Afterwards, speciﬁcation of Eq. (B.2) for
s 2 fHA; icg yields the homogenized stiffness Chom ¼ Cef . Since
Cef already appears in the speciﬁcation of (B.1), it is determined
iteratively.
 An RVE of extracellular space (labeled by ‘‘excel’’, see Fig. 3(d))
contains phases ‘‘ﬁbrils’’ and ‘‘extraﬁbrillar space’’, with volume
fractions f excelfib and f
excel
ef (see Eq. (A.2)) and with stiffnesses Cfib
(obtained from the homogenization over the ﬁbrillar space,
see last but one item) and Cef (obtained from the homogeniza-
tion over the extraﬁbrillar space, see last item). The two phases
are of cylindrical shape, and they form a (transversely isotropic)
polycrystal, so that Eq. (B.1) is speciﬁed for C1 ¼ Cexcel, and for
s 2 ffib; efg;P1ef ¼ P1fib ¼ Ptrisocyl C1 ¼ Cexcelð Þ (see (C.1)–(C.3) and(C.4)). Then, choice in Eq. (B.1), of r ¼ ef yields Aef , and choice
of r ¼ fib yields Afib. Afterwards, speciﬁcation of Eq. (B.2) for
s 2 ffib; efg yields the homogenized stiffness Chom ¼ Cexcel. Since
Cexcel already appears in the speciﬁcation of (B.1), it is deter-
mined iteratively.
Appendix C. Hill tensors
The format of the Hill tensors in (B.1) depends on the phase
shape and the stiffness properties C1 of the inﬁnitely extended,
auxiliary matrix.
The non-zero components of Ptrisocyl for cylindrical inclusions in a
transversely isotropic matrix, where the plane of isotropy (contain-
ing directions e1 and e2) is oriented perpendicular to the long axis
(e3) of the cylinder, read as [66,67]:
Ptrisocyl;1111 ¼ Ptrisocyl;2222 ¼ 1=8 ð5C11111  3C11122Þ
=C11111= C
1
1111  C11122
 
; ðC:1Þ
Ptrisocyl;1122 ¼ Ptrisocyl;2211 ¼ 1=8 ðC11111 þ C11122Þ
=C11111= C
1
1111  C11122
 
; ðC:2Þ
Ptrisocyl;2323 ¼ Ptrisocyl;1313 ¼ 1=ð8C12323Þ; ðC:3Þ
Ptrisocyl;1212 ¼ 1=8 ð3C11111  C11122Þ=C11111= C11111  C11122
 
; ðC:4Þ
The non-zero components of Ptrisosph for spherical inclusions in a trans-
versely isotropic matrix, where the plane of isotropy contains direc-
tions e1 and e2, read as [66,45]:
Ptrisosph;1111¼
1
16
Z 1
1
ð5C11111x4C133333C11122x2C13333
3C11122x4C12323þ3C11122x4C13333þ5C11111x4C12323
10C11111C12323x2þ2x4C1;21133þ8C12323x4C133336C1;22323x4
þ4C12323x4C11133þ6C11122C12323x2þ5C11111C12323
þ5C11111x2C133334C12323x2C11133þ6C1;22323x2
2x2C1;211333C11122C12323Þð1þx2Þ=D1dx ðC:5Þ
Ptrisosph;1122¼ Ptrisosph;2211¼
1
16
Z 1
1
ðC11111C123232C11111C12323x2
þC11111x2C13333þC11122C123232C11122C12323x2
þC11122x2C13333þC11111x4C12323C11111x4C13333
þC11122x4C12323C11122x4C133332C1;22323x2þ2C1;22323x4
4C12323x2C11133þ4C12323x4C111332x2C1;21133
þ2x4C1;21133Þð1þx2Þ=D1dx ðC:6Þ
Ptrisosph;1133¼ Ptrisosph;3311¼
1
4
Z 1
1
ð1þx2Þx2ðC12323þC11133Þ=D2dx ðC:7Þ
Ptrisosph;2323¼
1
16
Z 1
1
ð4C11111C12323x28C12323x4C111332x4C1;21133
C11122x4C133338C11111x4C12323þ3C11111x4C13333
þ4C11111x4C111334C11122x4C11133þ2C11122x6C11133
2C11111x6C11133þC11122x6C111113C11122x4C11111
þ3C11122C11111x22C11111x2C11133þ2C11122x2C11133
þ8x6C12323C111333x6C11111C13333þ4x6C12323C13333
þ4C11111x6C12323þC11122x6C13333þ3C1;21111x4C1;21111x6
þ2C1;21133x63C1;21111x2þC1;21111C11122C11111Þ=D1dx ðC:8Þ
Ptrisosph;3333¼
1
2
Z 1
1
x2ðx2C12323C11111x2þC11111Þ=D2dx ðC:9Þ
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D1 ¼ 2C1;21111x4C13333 þ 2C1;22323x6C13333  4C11111C1;22323x4
 3C1;21111C12323x2 þ C1;21111x2C13333 þ 2C11111C1;22323x2
 2C12323x4C1;21133  C11111C1;21133x6 þ 2C11111C1;21133x4
þ 4C1;22323x6C11133  2C11122C1;21133x4 þ 2C12323x6C1;21133
þ 3C1;21111x4C12323 þ C11122C1;21133x6  C1;21111x6C12323
þ 2C11111x6C1;22323 þ C1;21111x6C13333  C11111C1;21133x2
 4C1;22323x4C11133 þ C11122C1;21133x2 þ C1;21111C12323
 C11122C11111C12323  C11122x6C11111C13333
þ 4C11111x4C12323C11133  2C11111x2C12323C11133
 4C11122x4C12323C11133 þ 2C11122x2C12323C11133
þ 2C11122x6C12323C11133  2C11111x6C12323C11133
 3C11111x6C12323C13333 þ 2C11122C11111x4C13333
 C11122C12323x4C13333  3C11122C11111x4C12323
 C11122C11111x2C13333 þ 3C11122C11111C12323x2
þ 3C11111C12323x4C13333 þ C11122x6C11111C12323
þ C11122x6C12323C13333 ðC:10Þ
and
D2 ¼ 2C12323x4C11133 þ C12323x4C13333 þ C11111x4C12323
 2C12323x2C11133  2C11111C12323x2 þ C11111C12323
þ x4C1;21133  C11111x4C13333  x2C1;21133 þ C11111x2C13333 ðC:11Þ
The Hill tensor Pisosph for spherical inclusions in an isotropic auxiliary
matrix reads as [68,69]:
Pisosph ¼ Sisosph : C1;1; ðC:12Þ
Sisosph ¼ a1 Jþ b1K ðC:13Þ
with
a1 ¼ 3k
1
3k1 þ 4l1
b1 ¼ 6 ðk
1 þ 2l1Þ
5 ð3k1 þ 4l1Þ ðC:14Þ
as the magnitudes of volumetric and deviatoric parts of the Eshelby
tensor Sisosph.
The Hill tensor Pisocyl for cylindrical inclusions in an isotropic aux-
iliary matrix, where the long axis of the cylinder corresponds to
direction e3, reads as [68]:
Pisocyl ¼ Sisocyl : C1;1 ðC:15Þ
where the non-zero components of the Eshelby tensor Sisocyl corre-
sponding to cylindrical inclusions in an isotropic auxiliary matrix
read as
Sisocyl;1111 ¼ Sisocyl;2222 ¼
5 4m1
8ð1 m1Þ
Sisocyl;1122 ¼ Sisocyl;2211 ¼
1þ 4m1
8ð1 m1Þ
Sisocyl;1133 ¼ Sisocyl;2233 ¼
m1
2ð1 m1Þ
Sisocyl;2323 ¼ Sisocyl;3232 ¼ Sisocyl;3223 ¼ Sisocyl;2332
¼ Sisocyl;3131 ¼ Sisocyl;1313 ¼ Sisocyl;1331 ¼ Sisocyl;3113 ¼
1
4
Sisocyl;1212 ¼ Sisocyl;2121 ¼ Sisocyl;2112 ¼ Sisocyl;1221 ¼
3 4m1
8ð1 m1Þ ðC:16Þwith m1 as the Poisson’s ratio of the Eshelby problem-related, inﬁ-
nitely extended, auxiliary matrix:
m1 ¼ 3k
1  2l1
6k1 þ 2l1 ðC:17Þ
In case of the self-consistent scheme, it corresponds to the homog-
enized Poisson’s ratio of the RVE.References
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